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Abstrat
We propose a formalism for representation of nite languages, referred to as the lass
of IDL-expressions , whih ombines onepts that were only onsidered in isolation in
existing formalisms. The suggested appliations are in natural language proessing, more
speially in surfae natural language generation and in mahine translation, where a
sentene is obtained by rst generating a large set of andidate sentenes, represented in
a ompat way, and then ltering suh a set through a parser. We study several formal
properties of IDL-expressions and ompare this new formalism with more standard ones.
We also present a novel parsing algorithm for IDL-expressions and prove a non-trivial upper
bound on its time omplexity.
1. Introdution
In natural language proessing, more speially in appliations that involve natural lan-
guage generation, the task of surfae generation onsists in the proess of generating an out-
put sentene in a target language, on the basis of some input representation of the desired
meaning for the output sentene. During the last deade, a number of new approahes for
natural language surfae generation have been put forward, alled hybrid approahes. Hy-
brid approahes make use of symboli knowledge in ombination with statistial tehniques
that have reently been developed for natural language proessing. Hybrid approahes
therefore share many advantages with statistial methods for natural language proessing,
suh as high auray, wide overage, robustness, portability and salability.
Hybrid approahes are typially based on two proessing phases, desribed in what
follows (Knight & Hatzivassiloglou, 1995; Langkilde & Knight, 1998; Bangalore & Rambow,
2000 report examples of appliations of this approah in real world generation systems).
In the rst phase one generates a large set of andidate sentenes by a relatively simple
proess. This is done on the basis of an input sentene in some soure language in ase
the proess is embedded within a mahine translation system, or more generally on the
basis of some logial/semanti representation, alled oneptual struture, whih denotes
the meaning that the output sentene should onvey. This rst phase involves no or only
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few intriaies of the target language, and the set of andidate sentenes may ontain many
that are ungrammatial or that an otherwise be seen as less desirable than others. In the
seond phase one or more preferred sentenes are seleted from the olletion of andidates,
exploiting some form of syntati proessing that more heavily relies on properties of the
target language than the rst phase. This syntati proessing may involve language models
as simple as bigrams or it may involve more powerful models suh as those based on ontext-
free grammars, whih typially perform with higher auray on this task (see for instane
work presented by Charniak, 2001 and referenes therein).
In hybrid approahes, the generation of the andidate set typially involves a symboli
grammar that has been quikly hand-written, and is quite small and easy to maintain.
Suh a grammar annot therefore aount for all of the intriaies of the target language.
For instane, frequeny information for synonyms and olloation information in general
is not enoded in the grammar. Similarly, lexio-syntati and seletional onstraints for
the target language might not be fully speied, as is usually the ase with small and mid-
sized grammars. Furthermore, there might also be some underspeiation stemming from
the input oneptual struture. This is usually the ase if the surfae generation module
is embedded into a larger arhiteture for mahine translation, and the soure language is
underspeied for features suh as deniteness, time and number. Sine inferring the missing
information from the sentene ontext is a very diÆult task, the surfae generation module
usually has to deal with underspeied knowledge.
All of the above-mentioned problems are well-known in the literature on natural language
surfae generation, and are usually referred to as \lak of knowledge" of the system or of the
input. As a onsequene of these problems, the set of andidate sentenes generated in the
rst phase may be extremely large. In real world generation systems, andidate sets have
been reported to ontain as many as 10
12
sentenes (Langkilde, 2000). As already explained,
the seond proessing phase in hybrid approahes is intended to redue these huge sets to
subsets ontaining only a few sentenes. This is done by exploiting knowledge about the
target language that was not available in the rst phase. This additional knowledge an
often be obtained through automati extration from orpora, whih requires onsiderably
less eort than the development of hand-written, purely symboli systems.
Due to the extremely large size of the set of andidate sentenes, the feasibility of hybrid
approahes to surfae natural language generation relies on
 the ompatness of the representation of a set of andidate sentenes that in real world
systems might be as large as 10
12
; and
 the eÆieny of syntati proessing of the stored set.
Several solutions have been adopted in existing hybrid systems for the representation
of the set of andidate sentenes. These inlude bags of words (Brown et al., 1990) and
bags of omplex lexial representations (Beaven, 1992; Brew, 1992; Whitelok, 1992), word
latties (Knight & Hatzivassiloglou, 1995; Langkilde & Knight, 1998; Bangalore & Rambow,
2000), and non-reursive ontext-free grammars (Langkilde, 2000). As will be disussed in
detail in Setion 2, word latties and non-reursive ontext-free grammars allow enoding
of preedene onstraints and hoie among dierent words, but they both lak a primitive
for representing strings that are realized by ombining a olletion of words in an arbitrary
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order. On the other hand, bags of words allow the enoding of free word order, but in
suh a representation one annot diretly express preedene onstraints and hoie among
dierent words.
In this paper we propose a new representation that ombines all of the above-mentioned
primitives. This representation onsists of IDL-expressions. In the term IDL-expression,
`I' stands for \interleave", whih pertains to phrases that may our interleaved, allowing
freedom on word order (a preise denition of this notion will be provided in the next
setion); `D' stands for \disjuntion", whih allows hoies of words or phrases; `L' stands
for \lok", whih is used to onstrain the appliation of the interleave operator. We study
some interesting properties of this representation, and argue that the expressivity of the
formalism makes it more suitable than the alternatives disussed above for use within hybrid
arhitetures for surfae natural language generation. We also assoiate IDL-expressions
with IDL-graphs, an equivalent representation that an be more easily interpreted by a
mahine, and develop a dynami programming algorithm for parsing IDL-graphs using a
ontext-free grammar. If a set of andidate sentenes is represented as an IDL-expression
or IDL-graph, the algorithm an be used to lter out ungrammatial sentenes from the
set, or to rank the sentenes in the set aording to their likelihood, in ase the ontext-free
grammar assigns weights to derivations. While parsing is traditionally dened for input
onsisting of a single string, we here oneive parsing as a proess that an be arried out
on an input devie denoting a language, i.e., a set of strings.
There is a superial similarity between the problem desribed above of representing
nite sets in surfae generation, and a dierent researh topi, often referred to as dison-
tinuous parsing. In disontinuous parsing one seeks to relax the denition of ontext-free
grammars in order to represent the syntax of languages that exhibit onstrutions with un-
ertainty on word or onstituent order (see for instane work reported by Daniels & Meurers,
2002 and referenes therein). In fat, some of the operators we use in IDL-expressions have
also been exploited in reent work on disontinuous parsing. However, the parsing problem
for disontinuous grammars and the parsing problem for IDL-expressions are quite dier-
ent: in the former, we are given a grammar with produtions that express unertainty on
onstituent order, and need to parse an input string whose symbols are totally ordered; in
the latter problem we are given a grammar with total order on the onstituents appear-
ing in eah prodution, and need to parse an input that inludes unertainty on word and
onstituent order.
This paper is strutured as follows. In Setion 2 we give a brief overview of existing
representations of nite languages that have been used in surfae generation omponents.
We then disuss some notational preliminaries in Setion 3. In Setion 4 we introdue IDL-
expressions and dene their semantis. In Setion 5 we assoiate with IDL-expressions an
equivalent but more proedural representation, alled IDL-graphs. We also introdue the
important notion of ut of an IDL-graph, whih will be exploited later by our algorithm.
In Setion 6 we briey disuss the Earley algorithm, a traditional method for parsing a
string using a ontext-free grammar, and adapt this algorithm to work on nite languages
enoded by IDL-graphs. In Setion 7 we prove a non-trivial upper bound on the number
of uts in an IDL-graph, and on this basis we investigate the omputational omplexity of
our parsing algorithm. We also address some implementational issues. We onlude with
some disussion in Setion 8.
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2. Representations of Finite Languages
In this setion we analyze and ompare existing representations of nite languages that have
been adopted in surfae generation omponents of natural language systems.
Bags (or multisets) of words have been used in several approahes to surfae generation.
They are at the basis of the generation omponent of the statistial mahine translation
models proposed by Brown et al. (1990). Bags of omplex lexial signs have also been used
in the mahine translation approah desribed by Beaven (1992) and Whitelok (1992),
alled shake-and-bake. As already mentioned, bags are a very suint representation of
nite languages, sine they allow enoding of more than exponentially many strings in the
size of a bag itself. This power omes at a ost, however. Deiding whether some string
enoded by an input bag an be parsed by a CFG is NP-omplete (Brew, 1992). It is not
diÆult to show that this result still holds in the ase of a regular grammar or, equivalently,
a regular expression. An NP-ompleteness result involving bags has also been presented
by Knight (1999), for a related problem where the parsing grammar is a probabilisti model
based on bigrams.
As far as expressivity is onerned, bags of words have also strit limitations. These
strutures lak a primitive for expressing hoies among words. As already observed in
the introdution, this is a serious problem in natural language generation, where alterna-
tives in lexial realization must be enoded in the presene of lak of detailed knowledge
of the target language. In addition, bags of words usually do not ome with preedene
onstraints. However, in natural language appliations these onstraints are very ommon,
and are usually derived from knowledge about the target language or, in the ase of ma-
hine translation, from the parsing tree of the soure string. In order to represent these
onstraints, extra mahinery must be introdued. For instane, Brown et al. (1990) impose,
for eah word in the bag, a probabilisti distribution delimiting its position in the target
string, on the basis of the original position of the soure word in the input string to be
translated. In the shake and bake approah, bags are dened over funtional strutures,
eah representing omplex lexial information from whih onstraints an be derived. Then
the parsing algorithm for bags is interleaved with a onstraint propagation algorithm to
lter out parses (e.g., as done by Brew, 1992). As a general remark, having dierent layers
of representation requires the development of more involved parsing algorithms, whih we
try to avoid in the new proposal to be desribed below.
An alternative representation of nite languages is the lass of ayli deterministi -
nite automata, also alled word latties. This representation has often been used in hybrid
approahes to surfae generation (Knight & Hatzivassiloglou, 1995; Langkilde & Knight,
1998; Bangalore & Rambow, 2000), and more generally in natural language appliations
where some form of unertainty omes with the input, as for instane in speeh reogni-
tion (Jurafsky & Martin, 2000, Setion 7.4). Word latties inherit from standard regular
expressions the primitives expressing onatenation and disjuntion, and thereby allow the
enoding of preedene onstraints and word disjuntion in a diret way. Furthermore, word
latties an be eÆiently parsed by means of CFGs, using standard tehniques for lattie
parsing (Aust, Oerder, Seide, & Steinbiss, 1995). Lattie parsing requires ubi time in
the number of states of the input nite automaton and linear time in the size of the CFG.
Methods for lattie parsing an all be traed bak to Bar-Hillel, Perles, and Shamir (1964),
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who prove that the lass of ontext-free languages is losed under intersetion with regular
languages.
One limitation of word latties and nite automata in general is the lak of an operator
for free word order. As we have already disussed in the introdution, this is a severe
limitation for hybrid systems, where free word order in sentene realization is needed in
ase the symboli grammar used in the rst phase fails to provide ordering onstraints.
To represent strings where a bag of words an our in every possible order, one has to
enode eah string through an individual path within the lattie. In the general ase, this
requires an amount of spae that is more than exponential in the size of the bag. From
this perspetive, the previously mentioned polynomial time result for parsing is to no avail,
sine the input struture to the parser might already be of size more than exponential in the
size of the input oneptual struture. The problem of free word order in lattie strutures
is partially solved by Langkilde and Knight (1998) by introduing an external reasting
mehanism that preproesses the input oneptual struture. This has the overall eet
that phrases normally represented by two independent sublatties an now be generated
one embedded into the other, therefore partially mimiking the interleaving of the words in
the two phrases. However, this is not enough to treat free word order in its full generality.
A third representation of nite languages, often found in the literature on ompression
theory (Nevill-Manning & Witten, 1997), is the lass of non-reursive CFGs. A CFG
is alled non-reursive if no nonterminal an be rewritten into a string ontaining the
nonterminal itself. It is not diÆult to see that suh grammars an only generate nite
languages. Non-reursive CFGs have reently been exploited in hybrid systems (Langkilde,
2000).
1
This representation inherits all the expressivity of word latties, and thus an
enode preedene onstraints as well as disjuntions. In addition, non-reursive CFGs an
ahieve muh smaller enodings of nite languages than word latties. This is done by
uniquely enoding ertain sets of substrings that our repeatedly through a nonterminal
that an be reused in several plaes. This feature turns out to be very useful for natural
language appliations, as shown by experimental results reported by Langkilde (2000).
Although non-reursive CFGs an be more ompat representations than word latties,
this representation still laks a primitive for representing free word order. In fat, a CFG
generating the nite language of all permutations of n symbols must have size at least
exponential in n.
2
In addition, the problem of deiding whether some string enoded by
a non-reursive CFG an be parsed by a general CFG is PSPACE-omplete (Nederhof &
Satta, 2004).
From the above disussion, one an draw the following onlusions. In onsidering the
range of possible enodings for nite languages, we are interested in measuring (i) the om-
patness of the representation, and (ii) the eÆieny of parsing the obtained representation
by means of a CFG. At one extreme we have the naive solution of enumerating all strings
in the language, and then independently parsing eah individual string using a traditional
string parsing algorithm. This solution is obviously unfeasible, sine no ompression at all
is ahieved and so the overall amount of time required might be exponential in the size of
1. Langkilde (2000) uses the term \forests" for non-reursive CFGs, whih is a dierent name for the same
onept (Billot & Lang, 1989).
2. An unpublished proof of this fat has been personally ommuniated to the authors by Jerey Shallit
and Ming-wei Wang.
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the input oneptual struture. Although word latties are a more ompat representation,
when free word order needs to be enoded we may still have representations of exponential
size as input to the parser, as already disussed. At the opposite extreme, we have solutions
like bags of words or non-reursive CFGs, whih allow very ompat representations, but
are still very demanding in parsing time requirements. Intuitively, this an be explained
by onsidering that parsing a highly ompressed nite language requires additional book-
keeping with respet to the string ase. What we then need to explore is some trade-o
between these solutions, oering interesting ompression fators at the expense of parsing
time requirements that are provably polynomial in the ases of interest. As we will show in
the sequel of this paper, IDL-expressions have these required properties and are therefore
an interesting solution to the problem.
3. Notation
In this setion we briey reall some basi notions from formal language theory. For more
details we refer the reader to standard textbooks (e.g., Harrison, 1978).
For a set , jj denotes the number of elements in ; for a string x over some alphabet,
jxj denotes the length of x. For string x and languages (sets of strings) L and L
0
, we let
x  L = fxy j y 2 Lg and L  L
0
= fxy j x 2 L; y 2 L
0
g. We remind the reader that
a string-valued funtion f over some alphabet  an be extended to a homomorphism
over 

by letting f(") = " and f(ax) = f(a)f(x) for a 2  and x 2 

. We also let
f(L) = ff(x) j x 2 Lg.
We denote a ontext-free grammar (CFG) by a 4-tuple G = (N ; ; P; S), where N is a
nite set of nonterminals,  is a nite set of terminals, with  \N = ;, S 2 N is a speial
symbol alled the start symbol, and P is a nite set of produtions having the form A! ,
with A 2 N and  2 ([N )

. Throughout the paper we assume the following onventions:
A;B;C denote nonterminals, a; b;  denote terminals, ; ; ; Æ denote strings in ( [ N )

and x; y; z denote strings in 

.
The derives relation is denoted )
G
and its transitive losure )
+
G
. The language gener-
ated by grammar G is denoted L(G). The size of G is dened as
jGj =
X
(A!)2P
jAj : (1)
4. IDL-Expressions
In this setion we introdue the lass of IDL-expressions and dene a mapping from suh
expressions to sets of strings. Similarly to regular expressions, IDL-expressions generate sets
of strings, i.e., languages. However, these languages are always nite. Therefore the lass of
languages generated by IDL-expressions is a proper subset of the lass of regular languages.
As already disussed in the introdution, IDL-expressions ombine language operators that
were only onsidered in isolation in previous representations of nite languages exploited
in surfae natural language generation. In addition, some of these operations have been
reently used in the disontinuous parsing literature, for the syntati desription of (in-
nite) languages with weak linear preedene onstraints. IDL-expressions represent hoies
among words or phrases and their relative ordering by means of the standard onatenation
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operator `' from regular expressions, along with three additional operators to be disussed
in what follows. All these operators take as arguments one or more IDL-expressions, and
ombine the strings generated by these arguments in dierent ways.
 Operator `k', alled interleave, interleaves strings resulting from its argument ex-
pressions. A string z results from the interleaving of two strings x and y whenever z
is omposed of all and only the ourrenes of symbols in x and y, and these symbols
appear within z in the same relative order as within x and y. As an example, on-
sider strings abd and efg. By interleaving these two strings we obtain, among many
others, the strings abefgd, eabfgd and efabdg. In the formal language litera-
ture, this operation has also been alled `shue', as for instane by Dassow and Paun
(1989). In the disontinuous parsing literature and in the literature on head-driven
phrase-struture grammars (HPSG, Pollard & Sag, 1994) the interleave operation is
also alled `sequene union' (Reape, 1989) or `domain union' (Reape, 1994). The
interleave operator also ours in an XML tool desribed by van der Vlist (2003).
 Operator `_', alled disjuntion, allows a hoie between strings resulting from its
argument expressions. This is a standard operator from regular expressions, where it
is more ommonly written as `+'.
 Operator `', alled lok, takes a single IDL-expression as argument. This operator
states that no additional material an be interleaved with a string resulting from its
argument. The lok operator has been previously used in the disontinuous parsing
literature, as for instane by Daniels and Meurers (2002), Gotz and Penn (1997),
Ramsay (1999), Suhre (1999). In that ontext, the operator was alled `isolation'.
The interleave, disjuntion and lok operators will also be alled I, D and L operators,
respetively. As we will see later, the ombination of the I and L operators within IDL-
expressions provides muh of the power of existing formalisms to represent free word order,
while maintaining omputational properties quite lose to those of regular expressions or
nite automata.
As an introdutory example, we disuss the following IDL-expression, dened over the
word alphabet fpiano, play, must, neessarily, weg.
k(_(neessarily; must); we  (play  piano)): (2)
IDL-expression (2) says that words we, play and piano must appear in that order in any
of the generated strings, as speied by the two ourrenes of the onatenation operator.
Furthermore, the use of the lok operator states that no additional words an ever appear
in between play and piano. The disjuntion operator expresses the hoie between words
neessarily and must. Finally, the interleave operator states that the word resulting from
the rst of its arguments must be inserted into the sequene we, play, piano, in any of the
available positions. Notie the interation with the lok operator, whih, as we have seen,
makes unavailable the position in between play and piano. Thus the following sentenes,
among others, an be generated by IDL-expression (2):
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neessarily we play piano
must we play piano
we must play piano
we play piano neessarily.
However, the following sentenes annot be generated by IDL-expression (2):
we play neessarily piano
neessarily must we play piano.
The rst sentene is disallowed through the use of the lok operator, and the seond sentene
is impossible beause the disjuntion operator states that exatly one of the arguments must
appear in the sentene realization. We now provide a formal denition of the lass of IDL-
expressions.
Denition 1 Let  be some nite alphabet and let E be a symbol not in . An IDL-
expression over  is a string  satisfying one of the following onditions:
(i)  = a, with a 2  [ fEg;
(ii)  = (
0
), with 
0
an IDL-expression;
(iii)  = _(
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
n
), with n  2 and 
i
an IDL-expression for eah i, 1  i  n;
(iv)  = k(
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
n
), with n  2 and 
i
an IDL-expression for eah i, 1  i  n;
(v)  = 
1
 
2
, with 
1
and 
2
both IDL-expressions.
We take the inx operator `' to be right assoiative, although in all of the denitions in
this paper, disambiguation of assoiativity is not relevant and an be taken arbitrarily. We
say that IDL-expression 
0
is a subexpression of  if 
0
appears as an argument of some
operator in .
We now develop a preise semantis for IDL-expressions. The only tehnial diÆulty
in doing so arises with the proper treatment of the lok operator.
3
Let x be a string over
. The basi idea below is to use a new symbol , not already in . An ourrene of 
between two terminals indiates that an additional string an be inserted at that position.
As an example, if x = x
0
 x
00
x
000
with x
0
, x
00
and x
000
strings over , and if we need to
interleave x with a string y, then we may get as a result string x
0
yx
00
x
000
but not string
x
0
 x
00
yx
000
. The lok operator orresponds to the removal of every ourrene of  from a
string.
More preisely, strings in ( [ fg)

will be used to represent sequenes of strings over
; symbol  is used to separate the strings in the sequene. Furthermore, we introdue a
string homomorphism lok over ([fg)

by letting lok(a) = a for a 2  and lok() = .
An appliation of lok to an input sequene an be seen as the operation of onatenating
together all of the strings in the sequene.
3. If we were to add the Kleene star, then innite languages an be speied, and interleave and lok an be
more onveniently dened using derivatives (Brzozowski, 1964), as noted before by van der Vlist (2003).
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We an now dene the basi operation omb, whih plays an important role in the sequel.
This operation omposes two sequenes x and y of strings, represented as explained above,
into a set of new sequenes of strings. This is done by interleaving the two input sequenes
in every possible way. Operation omb makes use of an auxiliary operation omb
0
, whih
also onstruts interleaved sequenes out of input sequenes x and y, but always starting
with the rst string in its rst argument x. As any sequene in omb(x; y) must start with a
string from x or with a string from y, omb(x; y) is the union of omb
0
(x; y) and omb
0
(y; x).
In the denition of omb
0
, we distinguish the ase in whih x onsists of a single string and
the ase in whih x onsists of at least two strings. In the latter ase, the tail of an output
sequene an be obtained by applying omb reursively on the tail of sequene x and the
omplete sequene y. For x; y 2 ( [ fg)

, we have:
omb(x; y) = omb
0
(x; y) [ omb
0
(y; x)
omb
0
(x; y) =
8
>
>
<
>
>
:
fx  yg; if x 2 

;
fx
0
g  omb(x
00
; y);
if there are x
0
2 

and x
00
suh that x = x
0
 x
00
:
As an example, let  = fa; b; ; d; eg and onsider the two sequenes a  bb   and d  e.
Then we have
omb(a  bb  ; d  e) =
fa  bb    d  e; a  bb  d    e; a  bb  d  e  ;
a  d  bb    e; a  d  bb  e  ; a  d  e  bb  ;
d  a  bb    e; d  a  bb  e  ; d  a  e  bb  ;
d  e  a  bb  g:
For languages L
1
; L
2
we dene omb(L
1
; L
2
) = [
x2L
1
;y2L
2
omb(x; y). More generally, for
languages L
1
; L
2
; : : : ; L
d
, d  2, we dene omb
d
i=1
L
i
= omb(L
1
; L
2
) for d = 2, and
omb
d
i=1
L
i
= omb(omb
d 1
i=1
L
i
; L
d
) for d > 2.
Denition 2 Let  be some nite alphabet. Let  be a funtion mapping IDL-expressions
over  into subsets of ( [ fg)

, speied by the following onditions:
(i) (a) = fag for a 2 , and (E) = f"g;
(ii) (()) = lok(());
(iii) (_(
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
n
)) = [
n
i=1
(
i
);
(iv) (k(
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
n
)) = omb
n
i=1
(
i
);
(v) (  
0
) = ()  (
0
).
The set of strings that satisfy an IDL-expression , written L(), is given by L() =
lok(()).
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As an example for the above denition, we show how the interleave operator an be
used in an IDL-expression to denote the set of all strings realizing permutations of a given
bag of symbols. Let  = fa; b; g. Consider a bag ha; a; b; ; i and IDL-expression
k(a; a; b; ; ): (3)
By applying Denition 2 to IDL-expression (3), we obtain in the rst few steps
(a) = fag;
(b) = fbg;
() = fg;
(k(a; a)) = omb(fag; fag) = fa  ag;
(k(a; a; b)) = omb(fa  ag; fbg) = fb  a  a; a  b  a; a  a  bg:
In the next step we obtain 3  4 sequenes of length 4, eah using all the symbols from
bag ha; a; b; i. One more appliation of the omb operator, on this set and set fg, pro-
vides all possible sequenes of singleton strings expressing permutations of symbols in bag
ha; a; b; ; i. After removing symbol  throughout, whih oneptually turns sequenes of
strings into undivided strings, we obtain the desired language L(k(a; a; b; ; )) of permuta-
tions of bag ha; a; b; ; i.
To onlude this setion, we ompare the expressivity of IDL-expressions with that of
the formalisms disussed in Setion 2. We do this by means of a simple example. In
what follows, we use the alphabet fNP, PP, Vg. These symbols denote units standardly
used in syntati analysis of natural language, and stand for, respetively, noun phrase,
prepositional phrase and verb. Symbols NP, PP and V should be rewritten into atual words
of the language, but we use these as terminal symbols to simplify the presentation. Consider
a language having the subjet-verb-objet (SVO) order and a sentene having the struture
[
S
NP
1
V NP
2
℄,
where NP
1
realizes the subjet position and NP
2
realizes the objet position. Let PP
1
and
PP
2
be phrases that must be inserted in the above sentene as modiers. Assume that we
know that the language at hand does not allow modiers to appear in between the verbal
and the objet positions. Then we are left with 3 available positions for the realization
of a rst modier, out of the 4 positions in our string. After the rst modier is inserted
within the string, we have 5 positions, but only 4 are available for the realization of a seond
modier, beause of our assumption. This results in a total of 3 4 = 12 possible sentene
realizations.
A bag of words for these sentenes is unable to apture the above onstraint on the
positioning of modiers. At the same time, a word lattie for these sentenes would ontain
12 distint paths, orresponding to the dierent realizations of the modiers in the basi
sentene. Using the IDL formalism, we an easily apture the desired realizations by means
of the IDL-expression:
k(PP
1
; PP
2
; NP
1
 (V  NP
2
)):
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Again, note the presene of the lok operator, whih implements our restrition against
modiers appearing in between the verbal and the objet position, similarly to what we
have done in IDL-expression (2).
Consider now a sentene with a subordinate lause, having the struture
[
S
NP
1
V
1
NP
2
[
S
0
NP
3
V
2
NP
4
℄℄,
and assume that modiers PP
1
and PP
2
apply to the main lause, while modiers PP
3
and
PP
4
apply to the subordinate lause. As before, we have 3 4 possible realizations for the
subordinate sentene. If we allow main lause modiers to appear in positions before the
subordinate lause as well as after the subordinate lause, we have 45 possible realizations
for the main sentene. Overall, this gives a total of 3  4
2
 5 = 240 possible sentene
realizations.
Again, a bag representation for these sentenes is unable to apture the above restri-
tions on word order, and would therefore badly overgenerate. Sine the main sentene
modiers ould be plaed after the subordinate lause, we need to reord for eah of the
two modiers of the main lause whether it has already been seen, while proessing the 12
possible realizations of the subordinate lause. This inreases the size of the representation
by a fator of 2 2 = 4. On the other hand, the desired realizations an be easily aptured
by means of the IDL-expression:
k(PP
1
; PP
2
; NP
1
 (V
1
 NP
2
)  (k(PP
3
; PP
4
; NP
3
 (V
2
 NP
4
)))):
Note the use of embedded lok operators (the two rightmost ourrenes). The rightmost
and the leftmost ourrenes of the lok operator implement our restrition against modi-
ers appearing in between the verbal and the objet position. The ourrene of the lok
operator in the middle of the IDL-expression prevents any of the modiers PP
1
and PP
2
from modifying elements appearing within the subordinate lause. Observe that when we
generalize the above examples by embedding n subordinate lauses, the orresponding word
lattie will grow exponentially in n, while the IDL-expression has linear size in n.
5. IDL-Graphs
Although IDL-expressions may be easily omposed by linguists, they do not allow a diret
algorithmi interpretation for eÆient reognition of strings. We therefore dene an equiva-
lent but lower-level representation for IDL-expressions, whih we all IDL-graphs. For this
purpose, we exploit a spei kind of edge-labelled ayli graphs with ranked nodes. We
rst introdue our notation, and then dene the enoding funtion from IDL-expressions to
IDL-graphs.
The graphs we use are denoted by tuples (V;E; v
s
; v
e
; ; r), where:
 V and E are nite sets of verties and edges, respetively;
 v
s
and v
e
are speial verties in V alled the start and the end verties, respetively;
  is the edge-labelling funtion, mapping E into the alphabet  [ f";`; ag;
 r is the vertex-ranking funtion, mapping V to N, the set of non-negative integer
numbers.
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Label " indiates that an edge does not onsume any input symbols. Edge labels ` and a
have the same meaning, but they additionally enode that we are at the start or end, re-
spetively, of what orresponds to an I operator. More preisely, let  be an IDL-expression
headed by an ourrene of the I operator and let () be the assoiated IDL-graph. We
use edges labelled by ` to onnet the start vertex of () with the start verties of all the
subgraphs enoding the arguments of I. Similarly, we use edges labelled by a to onnet
all the end verties of the subgraphs enoding the arguments of I with the end vertex of
(). Edge labels ` and a are needed in the next setion to distinguish ourrenes of the
I operator from ourrenes of the D and L operators. Finally, the funtion r ranks eah
vertex aording to how deeply it is embedded into (the enoding of) expressions headed
by an ourrene of the L operator. As we will see later, this information is neessary for
proessing \loked" verties with the orret priority.
We an now map an IDL-expression into the orresponding IDL-graph.
Denition 3 Let  be some nite alphabet, and let j be a non-negative integer number.
Eah IDL-expression  over  is assoiated with some graph 
j
() = (V;E; v
s
; v
e
; ; r)
speied as follows:
(i) if  = a, a 2  [ fEg, let v
s
; v
e
be new nodes; we have
(a) V = fv
s
; v
e
g,
(b) E = f(v
s
; v
e
)g,
() ((v
s
; v
e
)) = a for a 2  and ((v
s
; v
e
)) = " for a = E,
(d) r(v
s
) = r(v
e
) = j;
(ii) if  = (
0
) with 
j+1
(
0
) = (V
0
; E
0
; v
0
s
; v
0
e
; 
0
; r
0
), let v
s
; v
e
be new nodes; we have
(a) V = V
0
[ fv
s
; v
e
g,
(b) E = E
0
[ f(v
s
; v
0
s
); (v
0
e
; v
e
)g,
() (e) = 
0
(e) for e 2 E
0
, ((v
s
; v
0
s
)) = ((v
0
e
; v
e
)) = ",
(d) r(v) = r
0
(v) for v 2 V
0
, r(v
s
) = r(v
e
) = j;
(iii) if  = _(
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
n
) with 
j
(
i
) = (V
i
; E
i
; v
i;s
; v
i;e
; 
i
; r
i
), 1  i  n, let v
s
; v
e
be
new nodes; we have
(a) V = [
n
i=1
V
i
[ fv
s
; v
e
g,
(b) E = [
n
i=1
E
i
[ f(v
s
; v
i;s
) j 1  i  ng [ f(v
i;e
; v
e
) j 1  i  ng,
() (e) = 
i
(e) for e 2 E
i
, ((v
s
; v
i;s
)) = ((v
i;e
; v
e
)) = " for 1  i  n,
(d) r(v) = r
i
(v) for v 2 V
i
, r(v
s
) = r(v
e
) = j;
(iv) if  = k(
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
n
) with 
j
(
i
) = (V
i
; E
i
; v
i;s
; v
i;e
; 
i
; r
i
), 1  i  n, let v
s
; v
e
be
new nodes; we have
(a) V = [
n
i=1
V
i
[ fv
s
; v
e
g,
(b) E = [
n
i=1
E
i
[ f(v
s
; v
i;s
) j 1  i  ng [ f(v
i;e
; v
e
) j 1  i  ng,
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Figure 1: The IDL-graph assoiated with the IDL-expression
k(_(neessarily; must); we  (play  piano)).
() (e) = 
i
(e) for e 2 E
i
, ((v
s
; v
i;s
)) = ` and ((v
i;e
; v
e
)) = a for 1  i  n,
(d) r(v) = r
i
(v) for v 2 V
i
, r(v
s
) = r(v
e
) = j;
(v) if  = 
1

2
with 
j
(
i
) = (V
i
; E
i
; v
i;s
; v
i;e
; 
i
; r
i
), i 2 f1; 2g, let v
s
= v
1;s
and v
e
= v
2;e
;
we have
(a) V = V
1
[ V
2
,
(b) E = E
1
[E
2
[ f(v
1;e
; v
2;s
)g,
() (e) = 
i
(e) for e 2 E
i
for i 2 f1; 2g, ((v
1;e
; v
2;s
)) = ",
(d) r(v) = r
i
(v) for v 2 V
i
, i 2 f1; 2g.
We let () = 
0
(). An IDL-graph is a graph that has the form () for some IDL-
expression  over .
Figure 1 presents the IDL-graph (), where  is IDL-expression (2).
We now introdue the important notion of ut of an IDL-graph. This notion is needed
to dene the language desribed by an IDL-graph, so that we an talk about equivalene
between IDL-expressions and IDL-graphs. At the same time, this notion will play a ruial
role in the speiation of our parsing algorithm for IDL-graphs in the next setion. Let
us x some IDL-expression  and let () = (V;E; v
s
; v
e
; ; r) be the assoiated IDL-
graph. Intuitively speaking, a ut through () is a set of verties that we might reah
simultaneously when traversing () from the start vertex to the end vertex, following the
dierent branhes as presribed by the enoded I, D and L operators, and in an attempt to
produe a string of L().
In what follows we view V as a nite alphabet, and we dene the set
^
V to ontain those
strings over V in whih eah symbol ours at most one. Therefore
^
V is a nite set and
for eah string  2
^
V we have jj  jV j. If we assume that the outgoing edges of eah vertex
in an IDL-graph are linearly ordered, we an represent uts in a anonial way by means of
strings in
^
V as dened below.
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Let r be the ranking funtion assoiated with (). We write [v
1
   v
m
℄ to denote a
string  2
^
V satisfying the following onditions:
  has the form xv
1
   v
m
y with x; y 2
^
V and v
i
2 V for 1  i  m; and
 for eah vertex v within  and for eah i, 1  i  m, we have r(v)  r(v
i
).
In words, [v
1
   v
m
℄ indiates that verties v
1
; : : : ; v
m
our adjaent in  and have the
maximal rank among all verties within string . Let [v
1
   v
m
℄ = xv
1
   v
m
y be a string
dened as above and let v
0
1
   v
0
m
0
2
^
V be a seond string suh that no symbol v
0
i
, 1  i  m
0
,
appears in x or y. We write [v
1
   v
m
:= v
0
1
   v
0
m
0
℄ to denote the string xv
0
1
   v
0
m
0
y 2
^
V .
The reason we distinguish the verties with maximal rank from those with lower rank is
that the former orrespond with subexpressions that are nested deeper within subexpres-
sions headed by the L operator. As a substring originating within the sope of an ourrene
of the lok operator annot be interleaved with symbols originating outside that sope, we
should terminate the proessing of all verties with higher rank before resuming proessing
of those with lower rank.
We now dene a relation that plays a ruial role in the denition of the notion of ut,
as well as in the speiation of our parsing algorithm.
Denition 4 Let  be some nite alphabet, let  be an IDL-expression over , and let
() = (V;E; v
s
; v
e
; ; r) be its assoiated IDL-graph. The relation 
()

^
V ([f"g)
^
V
is the smallest satisfying all of the following onditions:
(i) for eah [v℄ 2
^
V and (v; v
0
) 2 E with ((v; v
0
)) = X 2  [ f"g, we have
([v℄;X; [v := v
0
℄) 2 
()
; (4)
(ii) for eah [v℄ 2
^
V with the outgoing edges of v being exatly (v; v
1
); : : : ; (v; v
n
) 2 E, in
this order, and with ((v; v
i
)) = `, 1  i  n, we have
([v℄; "; [v := v
1
   v
n
℄) 2 
()
; (5)
(iii) for eah [v
1
   v
n
℄ 2
^
V with the inoming edges of some v 2 V being exatly
(v
1
; v); : : : ; (v
n
; v) 2 E, in this order, and with ((v
i
; v)) = a, 1  i  n, we have
([v
1
   v
n
℄; "; [v
1
   v
n
:= v℄) 2 
()
: (6)
Heneforth, we will abuse notation by writing 

in plae of 
()
. Intuitively speaking,
relation 

will be used to simulate a one-step move over IDL-graph (). Condition (4)
refers to moves that follow a single edge in the graph, labelled by a symbol from the alphabet
or by the empty string. This move is exploited, e.g., upon visiting a vertex at the start of
a subgraph that enodes an IDL-expression headed by an ourrene of the D operator. In
this ase, eah outgoing edge represents a possible next move, but at most one edge an be
hosen. Condition (5) refers to moves that simultaneously follow all edges emanating from
the vertex at hand. This is used when proessing a vertex at the start of a subgraph that
enodes an IDL-expression headed by an ourrene of the I operator. In fat, in aordane
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with the given semantis, all possible argument expressions must be evaluated in parallel
by a single omputation. Finally, Condition (6) refers to a move that an be read as the
omplement of the previous type of move.
Examples of elements in 

in the ase of Figure 1 are (v
s
; "; v
0
v
6
) following
Condition (5) and (v
5
v
13
; "; v
e
) following Condition (6), whih start and end the
evaluation of the ourrene of the I operator. Other elements are (v
0
v
6
; "; v
1
v
6
),
(v
1
v
9
; play; v
1
v
10
) and (v
1
v
13
; neessarily; v
2
v
13
) following Condition (4). Note that, e.g.,
(v
1
v
10
; neessarily; v
2
v
10
) is not an element of 

, as v
9
has higher rank than v
1
.
We are now ready to dene the notion of ut.
Denition 5 Let  be some nite alphabet, let  be an IDL-expression over , and let
() = (V;E; v
s
; v
e
; ; r) be its assoiated IDL-graph. The set of all uts of (), written
ut(()), is the smallest subset of
^
V satisfying the following onditions:
(i) string v
s
belongs to ut(());
(ii) for eah  2 ut(()) and (;X; 
0
) 2 

, string 
0
belongs to ut(()).
Heneforth, we will abuse notation by writing ut() for ut(()). As already remarked,
we an interpret a ut v
1
v
2
   v
k
2 ut(), v
i
2 V for 1  i  k, as follows. In the
attempt to generate a string in L(), we traverse several paths of the IDL-graph (). This
orresponds to the \parallel" evaluation of some of the subexpressions of , and eah v
i
in
v
1
v
2
   v
k
refers to one suh subexpression. Thus, k provides the number of evaluations that
we are arrying out in parallel at the point of the omputation represented by the ut. Note
however that, when drawing a straight line aross a planar representation of an IDL-graph,
separating the start vertex from the end vertex, the set of verties that we an identify is
not neessarily a ut.
4
In fat, as we have already explained when disussing relation 

,
only one path is followed at the start of a subgraph that enodes an IDL-expression headed
by an ourrene of the D operator. Furthermore, even if several ars are to be followed at
the start of a subgraph that enodes an IDL-expression headed by an ourrene of the I
operator, some ombinations of verties will not satisfy the denition of ut when there are
L operators within those argument expressions. These observations will be more preisely
addressed in Setion 7, where we will provide a mathematial analysis of the omplexity of
our algorithm.
Examples of uts in the ase of Figure 1 are v
s
, v
e
, v
0
v
6
, v
1
v
6
, v
3
v
6
, v
0
v
7
, et. Strings
suh as v
1
v
3
are not uts, as v
1
and v
3
belong to two disjoint subgraphs with sets of verties
fv
1
; v
2
g and fv
3
; v
4
g, respetively, eah of whih orresponds to a dierent argument of an
ourrene of the disjuntion operator.
Given the notion of ut, we an assoiate a nite language with eah IDL-graph and
talk about equivalene with IDL-expressions. Let  be an IDL-expression over , and let
() = (V;E; v
s
; v
e
; ; r) be the assoiated IDL-graph. Let also ; 
0
2 ut() and w 2 

.
We write w 2 L(; 
0
) if there exists q  jwj, X
i
2  [ f"g, 1  i  q, and 
i
2 ut(),
0  i  q, suh that X
1
  X
q
= w, 
0
= , 
q
= 
0
and (
i 1
;X
i
; 
i
) 2 

for 1  i  q.
4. The pitorial representation mentioned above omes lose to a dierent denition of ut that is standard
in the literature on graph theory and operating researh. The reader should be aware that this standard
graph-theoreti notion of \ut" is dierent from the one introdued in this paper.
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We also assume that L(; ) = f"g. We an then show that L(v
s
; v
e
) = L(), i.e., the
language generated by the IDL-expression  is the same as the language that we obtain in
a traversal of the IDL-graph (), as desribed above, starting from ut v
s
and ending in
ut v
e
. The proof of this property is rather long and does not add muh to the already
provided intuition underlying the denitions in this setion; therefore we will omit it.
We lose this setion with an informal disussion of relation 

and the assoiated notion
of ut. Observe that Denition 4 and Denition 5 impliitly dene a nondeterministi nite
automaton. Again, we refer the reader to Harrison (1978) for a denition of nite automata.
The states of the automaton are the uts in ut() and its transitions are given by the
elements of 

. The initial state of the automaton is the ut v
s
, and the nal state is the
ut v
e
. It is not diÆult to see that from every state of the automaton one an always reah
the nal state. Furthermore, the language reognized by suh an automaton is preisely the
language L(v
s
; v
e
) dened above. However, we remark here that suh an automaton will
never be onstruted by our parsing algorithm, as emphasized in the next setion.
6. CFG Parsing of IDL-Graphs
We start this setion with a brief overview of the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970), a well-
known tabular method for parsing input strings aording to a given CFG. We then refor-
mulate the Earley algorithm in order to parse IDL-graphs. As already mentioned in the
introdution, while parsing is traditionally dened for input onsisting of a single string, we
here oneive parsing as a proess that an be arried out on an input devie representing
a language, i.e., a set of strings.
Let G = (N ; ; P; S) be a CFG, and let w = a
1
   a
n
2 

be an input string to be
parsed. Standard implementations of the Earley algorithm (Graham & Harrison, 1976) use
so alled parsing items to reord partial results of the parsing proess on w. A parsing item
has the form [A !   ; i; j℄, where A!  is a prodution of G and i and j are indies
identifying a substring a
i+1
   a
j
of w. Suh a parsing item is onstruted by the algorithm
if and only if there exist a string  2 (N [)

and two derivations in G having the form
S )

G
a
1
   a
i
A
)
G
a
1
   a
i
;
 )

G
a
i+1
   a
j
:
The algorithm aepts w if and only if it an onstrut an item of the form [S !  ; 0; n℄, for
some prodution S !  of G. Figure 2 provides an abstrat speiation of the algorithm
expressed as a dedution system, following Shieber, Shabes, and Pereira (1995). Inferene
rules speify the types of steps that the algorithm an apply in onstruting new items.
Rule (7) in Figure 2 serves as an initialization step, onstruting all items that an
start analyses for produtions with the start symbol S in the right-hand side. Rule (8)
is very similar in purpose: it onstruts all items that an start analyses for produtions
with nonterminal B in the left-hand side, provided that B is the next nonterminal in some
existing item for whih an analysis is to be found. Rule (9) mathes a terminal a in an item
with an input symbol, and the new item signies that a larger part of the right-hand side
has been mathed to a larger part of the input. Finally, Rule (10) ombines two partial
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[S !  ; 0; 0℄

S !  (7)
[A!   B; i; j℄
[B !  ; j; j℄

B !  (8)
[A!   a; i; j℄
[A! a  ; i; j + 1℄

a = a
j+1
(9)
[A!   B; i; j℄
[B !  ; j; k℄
[A! B  ; i; k℄
(10)
Figure 2: Abstrat speiation of the parsing algorithm of Earley for an input string
a
1
   a
n
. The algorithm aepts w if and only if it an onstrut an item of
the form [S !  ; 0; n℄, for some prodution S !  of G.
analyses, the seond of whih represents an analysis for symbol B, by whih the analysis
represented by the rst item an be extended.
We an now move to our algorithm for IDL-graph parsing using a CFG. The algorithm
makes use of relation 

from Denition 4, but this does not mean that the relation is
fully omputed before invoking the algorithm. We instead ompute elements of 

\on-
the-y" when we rst visit a ut, and ahe these elements for possible later use. This has
the advantage that, when parsing an input IDL-graph, our algorithm proesses only those
portions of the graph that represent prexes of strings that are generated by the CFG at
hand. In pratial ases, the input IDL-graph is never ompletely unfolded, so that the
ompatness of the proposed representation is preserved to a large extent.
An alternative way of viewing our algorithm is this. We have already informally dis-
ussed in Setion 5 how relation 

impliitly denes a nondeterministi nite automaton
whose states are the elements of ut() and whose transitions are the elements of 

. We
have also mentioned that suh an automaton preisely reognizes the nite language L().
From this perspetive, our algorithm an be seen as a standard lattie parsing algorithm,
disussed in Setion 2. What must be emphasized here is that we do not preompute the
above nite automaton prior to parsing. Our approah onsists in a lazy evaluation of the
transitions of the automaton, on the basis of a demand on the part of the parsing proess.
In ontrast with our approah, full expansion of the nite automaton before parsing has
several disadvantages. Firstly, although a nite automaton generating a nite language
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might be onsiderably smaller than a representation of the language itself onsisting of a
list of all its elements, it is easy to see that there are ases in whih the nite automaton
might have size exponentially larger than the orresponding IDL-expression (see also the
disussion in Setion 2). In suh ases, full expansion destroys the ompatness of IDL-
expressions, whih is the main motivation for the use of our formalism in hybrid surfae
generation systems, as disussed in the introdution. Furthermore, full expansion of the
automaton is also omputationally unattrative, sine it may lead to unfolding of parts of
the input IDL-graph that will never be proessed by the parsing algorithm.
Let G = (N ; ; P; S) be a CFG and let  be some input IDL-expression. The algorithm
uses parsing items of the form [A !   ; 
1
; 
2
℄, with A !  a prodution in P and

1
; 
2
2 ut(). These items have the same meaning as those used in the original Earley
algorithm, but now they refer to strings in the languages L(v
s
; 
1
) and L(
1
; 
2
), where v
s
is the start vertex of IDL-graph (). (Reall from Setion 5 that L(; 
0
), ; 
0
2 ut(),
is the set of strings whose symbols an be onsumed in any traversal of () starting from
ut  and ending in ut 
0
.) We also use items of the forms [
1
; 
2
℄ and [a; 
1
; 
2
℄, a 2 ,

1
; 
2
2 ut(). This is done in order to by-pass traversals of () involving a sequene of zero
or more triples of the form (
1
; "; 
2
) 2 

, followed by a triple of the form (
1
; a; 
2
) 2 

.
Figure 3 presents an abstrat speiation of the algorithm, again using a set of inferene
rules. The issues of ontrol ow and implementation are deferred to the next setion.
In what follows, let v
s
and v
e
be the start and end verties of IDL-graph (), respe-
tively. Rules (11), (12) and (15) in Figure 3 losely resemble Rules (7), (8) and (10) of the
original Earley algorithm, as reported in Figure 2. Rules (13), (16) and (17) have been intro-
dued for the purpose of eÆiently omputing traversals of () involving a sequene of zero
or more triples of the form (
1
; "; 
2
) 2 

, followed by a triple of the form (
1
; a; 
2
) 2 

,
as already mentioned. One one suh traversal has been omputed, the fat is reorded
through some item of the form [a; 
1
; 
2
℄, avoiding later reomputation. Rule (14) losely
resembles Rule (9) of the original Earley algorithm. Finally, by omputing traversals of
() involving triples of the form (
1
; "; 
2
) 2 

only, Rule (18) may derive items of the
form [S !  ; v
s
; v
e
℄; the algorithm aepts the input IDL-graph if and only if any suh
item an be derived by the inferene rules.
We now turn to the disussion of the orretness of the algorithm in Figure 3. Our
algorithm derives a parsing item [A !   ; 
1
; 
2
℄ if and only if there exist a string
 2 (N [ )

, integers i; j with 0  i  j, and a
1
a
2
   a
j
2 

suh that the following
onditions are all satised:
 a
1
   a
i
2 L(v
s
; 
1
);
 a
i+1
   a
j
2 L(
1
; 
2
); and
 there exist two derivations in G of the form
S )

G
a
1
   a
i
A
)
G
a
1
   a
i

 )

G
a
i+1
   a
j
:
The above statement losely resembles the existential ondition previously disussed for the
original Earley algorithm, and an be proved using arguments similar to those presented for
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[S !  ; v
s
; v
s
℄

S !  (11)
[A!   B; 
1
; 
2
℄
[B !  ; 
2
; 
2
℄

B !  (12)
[A!   a; 
1
; 
2
℄
[
2
; 
2
℄
(13)
[A!   a; 
1
; 
2
℄
[a; 
2
; 
3
℄
[A! a  ; 
1
; 
3
℄
(14)
[A!   B; 
1
; 
2
℄
[B !  ; 
2
; 
3
℄
[A! B  ; 
1
; 
3
℄
(15)
[
1
; 
2
℄
[
1
; 
3
℄

(
2
; ; 
3
) 2 

(16)
[
1
; 
2
℄
[a; 
1
; 
3
℄

(
2
; a; 
3
) 2 

;
a 2 
(17)
[S !  ; 
0
; 
1
℄
[S !  ; 
0
; 
2
℄

(
1
; ; 
2
) 2 

(18)
Figure 3: An abstrat speiation of the parsing algorithm for IDL-graphs. The algorithm
aepts the IDL-graph () if and only if some item having the form [S !  
; v
s
; v
e
℄ an be derived by the inferene rules, where S !  is a prodution of G
and v
s
and v
e
are the start and end verties of (), respetively.
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instane by Aho and Ullman (1972) and by Graham and Harrison (1976); we will therefore
omit a omplete proof here. Note that the orretness of the algorithm in Figure 3 diretly
follows from the above statement, by taking item [A !   ; 
1
; 
2
℄ to be of the form
[S !  ; v
s
; v
e
℄ for some prodution S !  from G.
7. Complexity and Implementation
In this setion we provide a omputational analysis of our parsing algorithm for IDL-graphs.
The analysis is based on the development of a tight upper bound on the number of possible
uts admitted by an IDL-graph. We also disuss two possible implementations for the
parsing algorithm.
We need to introdue some notation. Let  be an IDL-expression and let () =
(V;E; v
s
; v
e
; ; r) be the assoiated IDL-graph. A vertex v 2 V is alled L-free in () if,
for every subexpression 
0
of  suh that 
j
(
0
) = (V
0
; E
0
; v
0
s
; v
0
e
; 
0
; r
0
) for some j, V
0
 V ,
E
0
 E, and suh that v 2 V
0
, we have that 
0
is not of the form (
00
). In words, a vertex
is L-free in () if it does not belong to a subgraph of () that enodes an IDL-expression
headed by an L operator. When () is understood from the ontext, we write L-free in
plae of L-free in (). We write 0-ut() to denote the set of all uts in ut() that only
ontain verties that are L-free in (). We now introdue two funtions that will be used
later in the omplexity analysis of our algorithm. For a ut  2 ut() we write jj to denote
the length of , i.e., the number of verties in the ut.
Denition 6 Let  be an IDL-expression. Funtions width and 0-width are speied as
follows:
width() = max
2ut()
jj ;
0-width() = max
20-ut()
jj :
Funtion width provides the maximum length of a ut through (). This quantity gives
the maximum number of subexpressions of  that need to be evaluated in parallel when
generating a string in L(). Similarly, funtion 0-width provides the maximum length of a
ut through () that only inludes L-free nodes.
Despite the fat that ut() is always a nite set, a omputation of funtions width and
0-width through a diret omputation of ut() and 0-ut() is not pratial, sine these
sets may have exponential size in the number of verties of (). The next haraterization
provides a more eÆient way to ompute the above funtions, and will be used in the proof
of Lemma 2 below.
Lemma 1 Let  be an IDL-expression. The quantities width() and 0-width() satisfy the
following equations:
(i) if  = a, a 2  [ fEg, we have
width() = 1;
0-width() = 1;
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(ii) if  = (
0
) we have
width() = width(
0
);
0-width() = 1;
(iii) if  = _(
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
n
) we have
width() =
n
max
i=1
width(
i
);
0-width() =
n
max
i=1
0-width(
i
);
(iv) if  = k(
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
n
) we have
width() =
n
max
j=1
(width(
j
) +
X
i:1in^i 6=j
0-width(
i
));
0-width() =
n
X
j=1
0-width(
j
);
(v) if  = 
1
 
2
we have
width() = max fwidth(
1
); width(
2
)g;
0-width() = max f0-width(
1
); 0-width(
2
)g:
Proof. All of the equations in the statement of the lemma straightforwardly follow from
the denitions of 

and ut() (Denitions 4 and 5, respetively). Here we develop at
length only two ases and leave the remainder of the proof to the reader. In what follows
we assume that () = (V;E; v
s
; v
e
; ; r).
In ase  = _(
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
n
), let (
i
) = (V
i
; E
i
; v
i;s
; v
i;e
; 
i
; r
i
), 1  i  n. From
Denition 4 we have (v
s
; "; v
i;s
) 2 

and (v
i;e
; "; v
e
) 2 

, for every i, 1  i  n. Thus
we have ut() = [
n
i=1
ut(
i
) [ fv
s
; v
e
g and, sine both v
s
and v
e
are L-free in (),
0-ut() = [
n
i=1
0-ut(
i
) [ fv
s
; v
e
g. This provides the relations in (iii).
In ase  = k(
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
n
), let (
i
) = (V
i
; E
i
; v
i;s
; v
i;e
; 
i
; r
i
), 1  i  n. From
Denition 4 we have (v
s
; "; v
1;s
   v
n;s
) 2 

and (v
1;e
   v
n;e
; "; v
e
) 2 

. Thus every
 2 ut() must belong to fv
s
; v
e
g or must have the form  = 
1
   
n
with 
i
2 ut(
i
) for
1  i  n. Sine both v
s
and v
e
are L-free in (), we immediately derive
0-ut() = fv
s
; v
e
g [ 0-ut(
1
)    0-ut(
n
);
and hene 0-width() =
P
n
j=1
0-width(
j
). Now observe that, for eah  = 
1
   
n
speied
as above there an never be indies i and j, 1  i; j  n and i 6= j, and verties v
1
and v
2
ourring in 
i
and 
j
, respetively, suh that neither v
1
nor v
2
are L-free in ().
We thereby derive
ut() = fv
s
; v
e
g [
ut(
1
)0-ut(
2
)    0-ut(
n
) [
0-ut(
1
)ut(
2
)    0-ut(
n
) [
.
.
.
0-ut(
1
)0-ut(
2
)    ut(
n
):
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Hene we an write width() = max
n
j=1
(width(
j
) +
P
i:1in^i 6=j
0-width(
i
)). 
Now onsider quantity jut()j, i.e., the number of dierent uts in IDL-graph ().
This quantity is obviously bounded from above by jV j
width()
. We now derive a tighter
upper bound on this quantity.
Lemma 2 Let  be a nite alphabet, let  be an IDL-expression over , and let () =
(V;E; v
s
; v
e
; ; r) be its assoiated IDL-graph. Let also k = width(). We have
jut()j 

jV j
k

k
:
Proof. We use below the following inequality. For any integer h  2 and real values x
i
> 0,
1  i  h, we have
h
Y
i=1
x
i

 
P
h
i=1
x
i
h
!
h
: (19)
In words, (19) states that the geometri mean is never larger than the arithmeti mean.
We prove (19) in the following equivalent form. For any real values  > 0 and y
i
,
1  i  h and h  2, with y
i
>   and
P
h
i=1
y
i
= 0, we have
h
Y
i=1
(+ y
i
)  
h
: (20)
We start by observing that if the y
i
are all equal to zero, then we are done. Otherwise there
must be i and j with 1  i; j  h suh that y
i
y
j
< 0. Without loss of generality, we assume
i = 1 and j = 2. Sine y
i
y
j
< 0, we have
(+ y
1
)(+ y
2
) = ( + y
1
+ y
2
) + y
1
y
2
< ( + y
1
+ y
2
): (21)
Sine
Q
h
i=3
(+ y
i
) > 0, we have
(+ y
1
)( + y
2
)
h
Y
i=3
(+ y
i
) < (+ y
1
+ y
2
)
h
Y
i=3
(+ y
i
): (22)
We now observe that the right-hand side of (22) has the same form as the left-hand side
of (20), but with fewer y
i
that are non-zero. We an therefore iterate the above proedure,
until all y
i
beome zero valued. This onludes the proof of (19).
Let us turn to the proof of the statement of the lemma. Reall that eah ut  2 ut()
is a string over V suh that no vertex in V has more than one ourrene in , and  is
anonially represented, i.e., no other permutation of the verties in  is a possible ut. We
will later prove the following laim.
Claim. Let , V and k be as in the statement of the lemma. We an partition V into
subsets V [; j℄, 1  j  k, having the following property. For every V [; j℄, 1  j  k, and
every pair of distint verties v
1
; v
2
2 V [; j℄, v
1
and v
2
do not our together in any ut
 2 ut().
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We an then write
jut()j 
Q
k
j=1
jV [; j℄j (by our laim and the anonial
representation of uts)


P
k
j=1
jV [;j℄j
k

k
(by (19))
=

jV j
k

k
:
To omplete the proof of the lemma we now need to prove our laim above. We prove
the following statement, whih is a slightly stronger version of the laim. We an partition
set V into subsets V [; j℄, 1  j  k = width(), having the following two properties:
 for every V [; j℄, 1  j  k, and every pair of distint verties v
1
; v
2
2 V [; j℄, v
1
and
v
2
do not our together in any ut  2 ut();
 all verties in V that are L-free in () are inluded in some V [; j℄, 1  j 
0-width(). (In other words, the sets V [; j℄, 0-width() < j  width(), an only
ontain verties that are not L-free in ().)
In what follows we use indution on #
op
(), the number of operator ourrenes (I, D, L
and onatenation) appearing within .
Base: #
op
() = 0. We have  = a, with a 2 [fEg, and V = fv
s
; v
f
g. Sine width() = 1,
we set V [; 1℄ = V . This satises our laim, sine ut() = fv
s
; v
f
g, all verties in V are
L-free in () and we have 0-width() = 1.
Indution: #
op
() > 0. We distinguish among three possible ases.
Case 1:  = _(
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
n
). Let (
i
) = (V
i
; E
i
; v
i;s
; v
i;e
; 
i
; r
i
), 1  i  n. By Lemma 1
we have width() = max
n
i=1
width(
i
). For eah i, 1  i  n, let us dene V [
i
; j℄ = ; for
every j suh that width(
i
) < j  width(). We an then set
V [; 1℄ = ([
n
i=1
V [
i
; 1℄) [ fv
s
; v
e
g;
V [; j℄ = [
n
i=1
V [
i
; j℄; for 2  j  width():
The sets V [; j℄ dene a partition of V , sine V = ([
n
i=1
V
i
) [ fv
s
; v
e
g and, for eah i, the
sets V [
i
; j℄ dene a partition of V
i
by the indutive hypothesis. We now show that suh a
partition satises the two onditions in our statement.
Let v
1
and v
2
be two distint verties in some V [; j℄. We have already established in
the proof of Lemma 1 that ut() = ([
n
i=1
ut(
i
)) [ fv
s
; v
e
g. If either v
1
or v
2
belongs
to the set fv
s
; v
e
g, then v
1
and v
2
annot our in the same ut in ut(), sine the only
uts in ut() with verties in the set fv
s
; v
e
g are v
s
and v
e
. Let us now onsider the ase
v
1
; v
2
2 [
n
i=1
V
i
. We an distinguish two subases. In the rst subase, there exists i suh
that v
1
; v
2
2 V [
i
; j℄. The indutive hypothesis states that v
1
and v
2
annot our in the
same ut in ut(
i
), and hene annot our in the same ut in ut(). In the seond
subase, v
1
2 V [
i
; j℄ and v
2
2 V [
i
0
; j℄ for distint i and i
0
. Then v
1
and v
2
must belong
to dierent graphs (
i
) and (
i
0
), and hene annot our in the same ut in ut().
Furthermore, every vertex in [
n
i=1
V
i
that is L-free in some (
i
) belongs to some
V [
i
; j℄ with 1  j  0-width(
i
), by the indutive hypothesis. Sine 0-width() =
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max
n
i=1
0-width(
i
) (Lemma 1) we an state that all verties in V that are L-free in ()
belong to some V [; j℄, 1  j  0-width().
Case 2:  = (
0
) or  = 
1
 
2
. The proof is almost idential to that of Case 1, with
n = 1 or n = 2, respetively.
Case 3:  = k(
1
; 
2
; : : : ; 
n
). Let (
i
) = (V
i
; E
i
; v
i;s
; v
i;e
; 
i
; r
i
), 1  i  n. By Lemma 1
we have
0-width() =
n
X
j=1
0-width(
j
);
width() =
n
max
j=1
(width(
j
) +
X
i:1in^i 6=j
0-width(
i
)):
The latter equation an be rewritten as
width() =
n
X
j=1
0-width(
j
) +
n
max
j=1
(width(
j
)  0-width(
j
)): (23)
For eah i with 1  i  n, let us dene V [
i
; j℄ = ; for every j with width(
i
) < j  width().
We an then set
V [; 1℄ = V [
1
; 1℄ [ fv
s
; v
e
g;
V [; j℄ = V [
1
; j℄; for 2  j  0-width(
1
);
V [; 0-width(
1
) + j℄ = V [
2
; j℄; for 1  j  0-width(
2
);
.
.
.
V [;
P
n 1
i=1
0-width(
i
) + j℄ = V [
n
; j℄; for 1  j  0-width(
n
);
V [;
P
n
i=1
0-width(
i
) + j℄ = [
n
i=1
V [
i
; 0-width(
i
) + j℄;
for 1  j  max
n
j=1
(width(
j
)  0-width(
j
)):
The sets V [; j℄ dene a partition of V , sine V = ([
n
i=1
V
i
) [ fv
s
; v
e
g and, for eah i, the
sets V [
i
; j℄ dene a partition of V
i
by the indutive hypothesis. We now show that suh a
partition satises both onditions in our statement.
Let v
1
and v
2
be distint verties in some V [; j℄, 1  j  n. We have already established
in the proof of Lemma 1 that a ut  in ut() either belongs to fv
s
; v
e
g or else must have
the form  = 
1
   
n
with 
i
2 ut(
i
) for 1  i  n. As in Case 1, if either v
1
or v
2
belongs
to the set fv
s
; v
e
g, then v
1
and v
2
annot our in the same ut in ut(), sine the only
uts in ut() with verties in the set fv
s
; v
e
g are v
s
and v
e
. Consider now the ase in whih
v
1
; v
2
2 [
n
i=1
V
i
. We distinguish two subases.
In the rst subase, there exists i suh that v
1
; v
2
2 V [
i
; j℄. If there exists a ut
 2 ut() suh that v
1
and v
2
both our within , then v
1
and v
2
must both our within
some 
0
2 ut(
i
). But this ontradits the indutive hypothesis on 
i
.
In the seond subase, v
1
2 V [
i
0
; j
0
℄ and v
2
2 V [
i
00
; j
00
℄, for distint i
0
and i
00
. Note
that this an only happen if 0-width() < j  width(), 0-width(
i
0
) < j
0
 width(
i
0
) and
0-width(
i
00
) < j
00
 width(
i
00
), by our denition of the partition of V and by (23). By the
indutive hypothesis on 
i
0
and 
i
00
, v
1
is not L-free in (
i
0
) and v
2
is not L-free in (
i
00
),
whih means that both v
1
and v
2
our within the sope of some ourrene of the lok
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operator. Note however that v
1
and v
2
annot our within the sope of the same ourrene
of the lok operator, sine they belong to dierent subgraphs (
i
0
) and (
i
00
). Assume
now that there exists a ut  2 ut() suh that v
1
and v
2
both our within . This would
be inonsistent with the denitions of 

and ut (Denitions 4 and 5, respetively) sine
two verties that are not L-free and that are not within the sope of the same ourrene
of the lok operator annot belong to the same ut.
Finally, it diretly follows from the denition of our partition on V and from the in-
dutive hypothesis on the 
i
that all verties in V that are L-free in () belong to some
V [; j℄ with 1  j  0-width(). This onludes the proof of our statement. 
The upper bound reported in Lemma 2 is tight. As an example, for any i  1 and k  2,
let 
i;k
= fa
1
; : : : ; a
ik
g. Consider now the lass of IDL-expressions

i;k
= k(a
1
a
2
   a
i
; a
i+1
a
i+2
   a
2i
; : : : ; a
i(k 1)+1
a
i(k 1)+2
   a
ik
):
Let also V
i;k
be the vertex set of the IDL-graph (
i;k
). It is not diÆult to see that
jV
i;k
j = 2  i  k + 2, width(
i;k
) = k and
jut(
i;k
)j = (2  i)
k
+ 2  (2  i+
2
k
)
k
;
where the inequality results from our upper bound. The oarser upper bound presented
before Lemma 2 would give instead jut(
i;k
)j < (2  i  k + 2)
k
.
We an now turn to the disussion of the worst ase running time for the algorithm in
Figure 3. To simplify the presentation, let us ignore for the moment any term that solely
depends on the input grammar G.
To store and retrieve items [A !   ; 
1
; 
2
℄, [a; 
1
; 
2
℄ and [
1
; 
2
℄ we exploit some
data struture T and aess it using ut 
1
and ut 
2
as indies. In what follows we make
the assumption that eah aess operation on T an be arried out in an amount of time
O(d(k)), where k = width() and d is some funtion that depends on the implementation
of the data struture itself, to be disussed later. After we aess T with some pair 
1
, 
2
,
an array is returned of length proportional to jGj. Thus, from suh an array we an inquire
in onstant time whether a given item has already been onstruted.
The worst ase time omplexity is dominated by the rules in Figure 3 that involve the
maximum number of uts, namely rules like (15) with three uts eah. The maximum
number of dierent alls to these rules is then proportional to jut()j
3
. Considering our
assumptions on T , the total amount of time that is harged to the exeution of all these
rules is then O(d(k) jut()j
3
). As in the ase of the standard Earley algorithm, when the
working grammar G is taken into aount we must inlude a fator of jGj
2
, whih an be
redued to jGj using tehniques disussed by Graham, Harrison, and Ruzzo (1980).
We also need to onsider the amount of time required by the onstrution of relation


, whih happens on-the-y, as already disussed. This takes plae at Rules (16), (17) and
(18). Reall that elements of relation 

have the form (
1
;X; 
2
) with 
1
; 
2
2 ut() and
X 2  [f"g. In what follows, we view 

as a direted graph whose verties are uts, and
thus refer to elements of suh a relation as (labelled) ars. When an ar in 

emanating
from a ut 
1
with label X is visited for the rst time, then we ompute this ar and the
reahed ut, and ahe them for possible later use. However, in ase the reahed ut 
2
already exists beause we had previously visited an ar (
0
1
;X
0
; 
2
), then we only ahe the
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new ar. For eah ar in 

, all the above an be easily arried out in time O(k), where
k = width(). Then the total time required by the on-the-y onstrution of relation 

is
O(k j

j). For later use, we now express this bound in terms of quantity jut()j. From the
denition of 

we an easily see that there an be no more than one ar between any two
uts, and therefore j

j  jut()j
2
. We obviously have k  jV j. Also, it is not diÆult to
prove that jV j  jut()j, using indution on the number of operator ourrenes appearing
within . We thus onlude that, in the worst ase, the total time required by the on-the-y
onstrution of relation 

is O(jut()j
3
).
From all of the above observations we an onlude that, in the worst ase, the algorithm
in Figure 3 takes an amount of time O(jGj d(k) jut()j
3
). Using Lemma 2, we an then
state the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Given a ontext-free grammar G and an IDL-graph () with vertex set V
and with k = width(), the algorithm in Figure 3 runs in time O(jGj d(k)(
jV j
k
)
3k
).
We now more losely onsider the hoie of the data struture T and the issue of its
implementation. We disuss two possible solutions. Our rst solution an be used when
jut()j is small enough so that we an store jut()j
2
pointers in the omputer's random-
aess memory. In this ase we an implement T as a square array of pointers to sets of
our parsing items. Eah ut in ut() is then uniquely enoded by a non-negative integer,
and suh integers are used to aess the array. This solution in pratie omes down to
the standard implementation of the Earley algorithm through a parse table, as presented
by Graham et al. (1980). We then have d(k) = O(1) and our algorithm has time omplexity
O(jGj (
jV j
k
)
3k
).
As a seond solution, when jut()j is quite large, we an implement T as a trie (Guseld,
1997). In this ase eah ut is treated as a string over set V , viewed as an alphabet, and we
look up string 
1
#
2
in T (# is a symbol not in V ) in order to retrieve all items involving
uts 
1
and 
2
that have been indued so far. We then obtain d(k) = O(k) and our algorithm
has time omplexity O(jGj k(
jV j
k
)
3k
).
The rst solution above is faster than the seond one by a fator of k. However, the rst
solution has the obvious disadvantage of expensive spae requirements, sine not all pairs
of uts might orrespond to some grammar onstituent, and the array T an be very sparse
in pratie. It should also be observed that, in the natural language proessing appliations
disussed in the introdution, k an be quite small, say three or four.
To onlude this setion, we ompare the time omplexity of CFG parsing as traditionally
dened for strings and the time omplexity of parsing for IDL-graphs. As referene for string
parsing we take the Earley algorithm, whih has already been presented in Setion 6. By a
minor hange proposed by Graham et al. (1980), the Earley algorithm an be improved to
have time omplexity O(jGj  n
3
), where G is the input CFG and n is the length of the input
string. We observe that, if we ignore the fator d(k) in the time omplexity of IDL-graph
parsing (Theorem 1), the two upper bounds beome very similar, with funtion (
jV j
k
)
k
in
IDL-graph parsing replaing the input sentene length n from the Earley algorithm.
We observe that funtion (
jV j
k
)
k
an be taken as a measure of the omplexity of the
internal struture of the input IDL-expression. More speially, assume that no preedene
onstraints at all are given for the words of the input IDL-expression. We then obtain IDL-
expressions with ourrenes of the I operator only, with a worst ase of k =
jV j
2
  1.
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Then O((
jV j
k
)
k
) an be written as O(
jV j
) for some onstant  > 1, resulting in exponential
running time for our algorithm. This omes at no surprise, sine the problem at hand then
beomes the problem of reognition of a bag of words with a CFG, whih is known to be
NP-omplete (Brew, 1992), as already disussed in Setion 2.
Conversely, no I operator may be used in the IDL-expression , and thus the resulting
representation mathes a nite automaton or word lattie. In this ase we have k = 1 and
funtion (
jV j
k
)
k
beomes jV j. The resulting running time is then a ubi funtion of the
input length, as in the ase of the Earley algorithm. The fat that (yli or ayli) nite
automata an be parsed in ubi time is also a well-known result (Bar-Hillel et al., 1964;
van Noord, 1995).
It is noteworthy to observe that in appliations where k an be assumed to be bounded,
our algorithm still runs in polynomial time. As already disussed, in pratial appliations
of natural language generation, only few subexpressions from  will be proessed simulta-
neously, with k being typially, say, three or four. In this ase our algorithm behaves in a
way that is muh loser to traditional string parsing than to bag parsing.
We onlude that the lass of IDL-expressions provides a exible representation for bags
of words with preedene onstraints, with solutions in the range between pure word bags
without preedene onstraints and word latties, depending on the value of width(). We
have also proved a ne-grained result on the time omplexity of the CFG parsing problem
for IDL-expressions, again depending on values of the parameter width().
8. Final Remarks
Reent proposals view natural language surfae generation as a multi-phase proess where
nite but very large sets of andidate sentenes are rst generated on the basis of some input
oneptual struture, and then ltered using statistial knowledge. In suh arhitetures, it
is ruial that the adopted representation for the set of andidate sentenes is very ompat,
and at the same time that the representation an be parsed in polynomial time.
We have proposed IDL-expressions as a solution to the above problem. IDL-expressions
ombine features that were onsidered only in isolation before. In ontrast to existing
formalisms, interation of these features provides enough exibility to enode strings in
ases where only partial knowledge is available about word order, whereas the parsing
proess remains polynomial in pratial ases.
The reognition algorithm we have presented for IDL-expressions an be easily extended
to a parsing algorithm, using standard representations of parse forests that an be extrated
from the onstruted parse table (Lang, 1994). Furthermore, if the produtions of the CFG
at hand are weighted, to express preferenes among derivations, it is easy to extrat a parse
with the highest weight, adapting standard Viterbi searh tehniques as used in traditional
string parsing (Viterbi, 1967; Teitelbaum, 1973).
Although we have only onsidered the parsing problem for CFGs, one may also parse
IDL-expressions with language models based on nite automata, inluding n-gram mod-
els. Sine nite automata an be represented as right-linear ontext-free grammars, the
algorithm in Figure 3 is still appliable.
Apart from natural language generation, IDL-expressions are useful wherever uner-
tainty on word or onstituent order is to be represented at the level of syntax and has to be
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linearized for the purpose of parsing. As already disussed in the introdution, this is an
ative researh topi both in generative linguistis and in natural language parsing, and has
given rise to several paradigms, most importantly immediate dominane and linear pree-
dene parsing (Gazdar, Klein, Pullum, & Sag, 1985), disontinuous parsing Daniels and
Meurers (2002), Ramsay (1999), Suhre (1999) and grammar linearization (Gotz & Penn,
1997; Gotz & Meurers, 1995; Manandhar, 1995). Nederhof, Satta, and Shieber (2003)
use IDL-expressions to dene a new rewriting formalism, based on ontext-free grammars
with IDL-expressions in the right-hand sides of produtions. By means of this formalism,
ne-grained results were proven on immediate dominane and linear preedene parsing.
5
IDL-expressions are similar in spirit to formalisms developed in the programming lan-
guage literature for the representation of the semantis of onurrent programs. More
speially, so alled series-parallel partially ordered multisets, or series-parallel pomsets,
have been proposed by Gisher (1988) to represent hoie and parallelism among proesses.
However, the basi idea of a lok operator is absent from series-parallel pomsets.
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